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Chairman’s Report 

Matthew Holder 
 
How many of you have been watching Monty Don’s “Around the World in 80 Gardens”?  I found it 
took a little while to get into it, but it is certainly a fascinating programme.  We too are lucky to 
visit beautiful places every Sunday in our workdays.  Whether it be on the remote slopes of Walcot 
Woods, or the manicured lawns of Wightwick Manor. 

Congratulations to our recent long-service 
award winners who were presented with their 
badges at Morville back in January.  Lucy, Jayne, 
Peter Hampton, Andrew and Chris Brown were 
there on the day, and Anna and Chris Thompson 
will be receiving their awards in due course.  
Mention must be made of Chris Brown’s 25 year 
award, although his wife may of course feel she 
should be getting an award for having to listen 
to Chris all that time!  An incredible turnout of 
21 members made it to that Morville workday, 
in spite of the terrible weather. 

We are waiting with bated breath to see what will appear in the “Active” magazine who sent along a 
journalist to the Shugborough workday.  Judging by all reports, he stayed for quite a time and was 
very impressed with how hard everyone worked. 

At this point, I would like to thank Mark for the contribution he has made to the Group over the 
last few months.  He is off to India to visit his girlfriend on the next stage of his year’s sabbatical, 
but we hope to see him in the future when he is up in the Midlands away from London. 

A report on the highly successful visit to Jackfield Tile Museum follows later in the newsletter.  We 
are open to suggestions on what further social events to do in the next few months, being mindful 
of weekends away from the summer onwards.  We can hold the annual Olympiad, or we could 
boycott it citing differences of opinion with the host!  A skittles evening is being discussed, the 
event to include a pub meal afterwards in Bridgnorth. 

Thank you so much for making the last few months so successful – the new worksite at Walcot was 
popular, and I’m sure we will return.  Maybe we will have a good show at Biddulph in April where 
we haven’t been for a long time.  I must thank Dave and Ron for manning a stand at the volunteer 
open day at Wightwick as well.  And last, but by no means least, thanks to Jon Hazlewood for 
continuing the development of our website. 
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It’s Your Newsletter 

Laura Harrison 
 
This is the place to share items of interest with other members.  It is what you make it… so if you 
have anything that you would like to be included in the next newsletter, please send to me at 
newsletter@wntcv.co.uk, or pass to any member of the committee. 

Submissions for the next newsletter are needed by 1155  JJuunnee  22000088. 

 Laura 

3rd Annual Olympiad 
Saturday 21st June 2008 

 
For all members of the Group, friends, relatives, or hangers-on who are planning to compete in the ‘other’ 
Olympics in China this year, this is probably the last chance to test your stamina, skills and athletic ability 
against high quality opposition. 

Following the last two years of startling success, we will be arranging another top evening of competitions, 
fun, frolics, and food. We are still in the planning stage but events could include :-  
 

The Great Leap Forward 

The Long March (with the Comrades) 

The Chinese Take Away 

The Great Wall High Jump 

Chop Sticks Relay 

Chinese Whispers 

High Diving in the Paddy Field 
 
 

To book your place at this momentous event contact Matthew as soon  
as possible. 
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Northumberland Coast 25-28 July 08 

Laura Harrison 
 
The Northumberland Coast weekend is shaping up to be a great success.  We’ve got maximum 
numbers for the bunkhouse and a few happy campers… let’s hope it doesn’t rain!!  We’ve still got 
a couple of spaces before we have max numbers, but its camping only accommodation left – if 
you’re interested you can contact me on newsletter@wntcv.co.uk or speak to a member of the 
committee. 

For those who have confirmed they’re coming along, please can you make sure Ron has now 
received your £10 deposit (for those staying in the bunkhouse only)..  A further £20 will be 
required by the end of May to pay for the accommodation.  Cost of the food will be sorted out on 
the weekend.   

We will be trying to sort out taking as few cars as possible, so please let me know in advance if 
you’re willing to drive, or if you need a lift and where you live so we can organise this over the 
next couple of months. 

The wardens are really looking forward to working with us (I’ve told them we’re a hard working 
group!).  Tasks lined up are a bit of Ragwort to tackle, path repairs and a small bit of steps 
construction,  all of which will have stunning sea views… as long as the weather is kind to us.  
 

 
 
Accomodation Details:  The Tackroom Bunkhouse, Annstead Farm, Beadnell, Northumberland, 
NE67 5BT.  Full details/directions can be found on their website www.annstead.co.uk.  

I thought this might also be an ideal opportunity to share with you the press release from my 
working holiday in the area.  This project was a dune boardwalk through the dunes on the north 
side of Seahouses.  It’s always so good to see how the work you do can be so beneficial! 
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It’s Still Sunny Over There! 

Dave Maaer 

Moel Siabod was the target for this January’s walk. So the Albrighton branch of WNTCV plus friends set out at 
7:30 for the wilds of Wales. Moel Siabod lies just beyond Betws-y-Coed. It is a modest peak of 872 metres or 
about 2870 feet and takes the form of a long ridge. 

Upon arriving there was a mutiny with the whole crowd heading for the teashop, including me. Great the 
shortest Dave walk ever, 300 yards to the teashop. But I did manage to pry them out after much hot chocolate 
had been drunk. 

The route first follows a road from the river Llugwy which soon turner into a farm track. As we climbed the 
views started opening up. As we looked to the north the sun lit up the flanks of the Carneddau. Ron said ‘It’s 
sunny over there’. 

We climbed further to the end of the track and then the gradient suddenly increased. We toiled up the hill 
straight into a strengthening wind. Sue looked north and said ‘It’s sunny over there’. 

We found some shelter from the wind amongst some rocks. As it was twelve o’clock it was decided an early 
lunch was needed. Who know what shelter there might be further up the mountain? Pank looked up and said 
‘It’s sunny over there’. We then spent a happy half an hour deciding exactly where in the sunshine would be 
the best place to build a holiday home. 

Starting off after lunch we rounded the shoulder of the hill and walked straight into a gale. We marched on 
ever higher and into cloud. Just as the view was disappearing Susan said ‘It’s sunny over there’. 

After some scrambling over rocks and a couple of false summits we reached the top. A lonely trig point, 
concreted to the rock was there to greet us. Good job it was concreted down as at this point the wind was so 
strong that it was difficult to stand up. Kim said ‘I bet it’s still sunny over there!’ 

The way down was much easier following a rather eroded footpath down the north face of the mountain. As 
we dropped below the cloud base a glorious view towards Capel Curig opened up and Pete said ‘It’s still 
sunny over there’. 

Once off the mountain the path dived into woodland eventually following the river back to our start point. The 
lead group had gone on ahead and took the road route which had the advantage of shops with toilets and 
postcards! (see Dave for explanation). We couldn’t believe it when we got back. The café was shut! Good job 
we went there first. And as our happy band drove off to the pub for a cracking meal Dave was heard to say 
‘Oh look. It’s still sunny over there’. 

The moral of the story is always choose the hill across from where Dave walks as it will be sunny there. 
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Annual Canoeing Trip – 16 August 

Matthew Holder 
 
We are once more planning our annual canoeing trip down the Severn for mid August.    
A usual paddle down the river with a stop off for lunch, which usually   
proves to be a fantastic day. 

This event can only go ahead if there is sufficient interest   
this year, so if you plan to come along, please can   
you let Matthew know.   

We need to finalise numbers by the   
Summer Social event. 

 

 

 

The Joys of being Retired 
from Ron Murdoch (Editor takes no responsibility!) 

 
Working people frequently ask retired people what they do to make their days interesting. 

Well, for example, the other day my wife and I needed a few things so we popped into town and 
went into a shop.  We were only there for about five minutes but when we came out, there was a 
warden writing a parking ticket.  We went over to him and I said “Come on, have a heart, can’t you 
show a bit of leniency on this occasion?”  He ignored us and continued to write the ticket. So I said 
“That’s the trouble with people like you, you put on a uniform and suddenly start behaving like 
you own the place.  You are useless and a complete waste of space”.  He glared at me, bit his lip, 
and started writing another ticket for having worn tyres. 

Then my wife said “You’re just a power crazed idiot.  You have no sympathy for ordinary people”.  
He finished the second ticket, put it on the windscreen with the first and then started writing a 
third ticket.  This went on for about twenty minutes.  The more we abused him the more tickets he 
wrote. 

We walked away smiling to ourselves. That morning we had come to town on the bus. We try to 
have a little fun each day now that we have retired.  It’s important at our age. 
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Jackfield Tileworks Guided Tour 

Matthew Holder 
 
As some of you know, member Peter Elliot works at the Craven Dunhill Factory which is attached to 
the Jackfield Tile Museum in Ironbridge.  Peter very kindly pulled a few strings and arranged a free 
two hour visit to the site for WNTCV.  The highlight would be a full factory tour let by Peter, which 
is not available to the general public. 

With such an invite too good to turn down, some 16 members and friends met Peter on a bright, 
clear winter’s afternoon at the entrance to the museum.  Also in attendance were Chris and Sara 
from Morville and it was very nice to see they came along.  We split into two groups, one to go 
around the museum first, and the other to do the factory tour, and then switched over. 

The museum gives a full history of the surrounding area which was involved in tile production, 
together with informative displays of production processes.  There are several room mock-ups 
showing how tiles were used in various settings, for example the London Underground, and Irish 
pub and a butcher’s shop.  There were some lovely murals rescued from a children’s ward at a 
hospital.   

The highlight of the route was next.  Peter could be seen stamping powder clay to make dado 
railing.  Interestingly, the powder comes from Stoke-on-Trent.  If there is more detailed required 
in stamping, more water is added to the powder.  Peter also showed us casts which use a slip 
mixture.  Even at this early stage in the tour, we realised that little had changed in the production 
processes over the years, and how labour intensive it all was. 

Much work is done for the London Underground, so next time you’re down there, those tiles on 
the walls probably came from this factory.  The stampings can be taken to the kiln for their first 
firing almost at once, but the casts may take a day or so to dry out.  When dry, the edges can be 
smoothed.  The kiln is heated to 1100°C, the tiles being heated for four days.  We also noticed 
who much wastage there seemed to be – anything less than perfect being rejected, and also there 
was quite a lot of surplus clay from casts.  The second firing at 1040°C was for two days.  Only the 
best tiles are sent out to customers who pay well for such bespoke orders. 

We thanked Peter very much for such an interesting visit, and we are looking into the possibility of 
having a tile made up for the members as a souvenir. 

Several members decided to take up Peter’s suggestion of a meal after the visit, so of we went to 
the “Pondicherry” restaurant in the centre of the town.  This is a fascinating building in its own 
right, being a former police station/court house.  Our pre- and post- meal drinks were taken 
down in what were the cells, and the meal was served in the former court room on the top floor.  
As Ali had been before, we were advised just to have a main course, and yes, the portions were 
large, with the quality of the food being just as impressive.  There was plenty of lively chat, but 
fortunately we paid the bill and were not locked up for the night!  What an enjoyable day! 
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Sunnycroft 

TASK:  Moving a hedge to make the car park bigger 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shugborough Hall  
TASK:  Rhododendron Clearance 
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Carbon Wellie Print Corner 

Helen Payne 
 
In the last newsletter, Matthew mentioned green issues and recycling, so I thought I would take up  
the challenge for this quarter.  

At the last committee meeting, we discussed car sharing to workday sites.  This is already going 
on to some extent, and so we wondered if we could extend this, so our group could lower its 
carbon “wellie” print. 

With this in mind, may I suggest a car-sharing scheme? I have written out a little grid below – if 
you are interested please fill it in and send it to me.  

I can then compile this and send it out to workday leaders. Then when you want to go on a 
workday, ring the leader before hand and lifts could then be sorted out. 

Please let me know what you think of this idea, and any suggestions to make this better, or change 
how this could be done are welcome.  
 

Name  

Telephone Number *  

Email *  

Would you like lifts? Y/N 

Would you give lifts? Y/N 

If so would you like to share the cost of the 
petrol with your passengers? 

Y/N 

What venues do you go to?  

What venues do you not go to?  

* Are you happy to share these with the rest 
of the group. 

Y/N 

 

Please send to carbonwellieprint@wntcv.co.uk  or pass to a member of the committee to return to 
Helen. 
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Walcot Woods – 24 February 

Laura Harrison 
 
A new year brings with it a new site – the first of which was Walcot Woods in deepest South 
Shropshire!  Having never visited this site before, there was great excitement in the Group.  Our 
favourite sort of work was on offer – lots of tree felling and undergrowth clearance.  It kept us 
busy for a few hours and we’re now very eager to return to finish off!  Here are a few pictures… 
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Walcot Woods – 24 February 

Laura Harrison 
 

A few facts about Walcot Wood (extracted from article on www.bbc.co.uk): 

 Walcot Woods was once owned by Clive of India and part of the 18,000 acre estate 
attached to Walcot Hall.  Today’s wood is a tiny, but vitally important remnant. 

 They say that an oak is 300 years growing, 300 years resting and 300 years gracefully 
expiring.  Trees in this final stage of their lives are known as veteran trees.  Walcot Wood 
features 30 or more veteran oaks. 

 The trees date back to the time when Elizabeth I was on the throne.  At the time the wood 
was a kind of open parkland.  A lot of the branches are horizontal and low to the ground, 
suggesting that there were also small grazing animals – pigs, not cattle. 

 Parts of the wood have been cleared as part of the management programme, opening the 
wood up more to look after the veteran trees and allow more light to penetrate the 
canopy. 

 The banks alongside the track running through the woods are old fashioned grassland, 
where the wild flowers outnumber the grass.  This is very rare now. 

 Before the war it is thought that the area was open parkland with a scattering of veteran 
trees.  Sometime around the war, grazing stopped and the open spaces were filled with 
scrub – hazels, oaks and ashes and dense bramble. 

 Today, there is a lot of open woodland around the veteran oaks, where the growth has 
been deliberately thinned, which is were many primroses are found catching the sunlight. 

 The clearing can’t be done too quickly though – there is a danger that the oaks might die 
of stress.  They don’t like sudden large-scale changes.  The National Trust are trying to 
‘peel back’ the scrubby woodland at the same rate it grew up. 

 Each of the 30 or so trees has its own management plan worked out by a specialist 
forester and an expert in rare lichens which are as important as the trees themselves. 

 Within the wood is an old hedgerow which has somehow been incorporated into the wood 
along the line of an old track.  It has branches laid well over a hundred years ago, so the 
hawthorns are veteran trees in their own right. 

 The veteran trees are all oaks and the new oak seedlings are being looked after, but the 
next generation of veteran trees – the hundred year old ones are all ashes.  It isn’t ideal 
that some of the species living in the wood will have to make the jump from oak to ash, 
but the healthiest looking ashes are being selected and the scrub is being thinned around 
them in the hope that they will last a few hundred years. 
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Stiffen up your Blooms with Viagra 
Extract from UK Landscape Today 

 

 
 
 

 Outside the Box 
Extract from UK Landscape Today 
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Letter to the Editor 

Entee Vee 
 
 

Somewhere in Mags’ Garden 
Dawley 

Telford 
Shropshire 

 
 
Dear Miss Editor 
 
I feel I must write to bring a delicate matter to your attention.  A letter, allegedly written by me, was 
printed in the last edition of your esteemed newsletter.  Well, I’ll have you know, we have an impostor 
in our ranks.  As they used to chant on the terraces of Wightwick United FC when I was a young un, 
“Who the hell, who the bloody hell are you?”. 
 
To refer to my dear friends, the Nibby’s of Lichfield as Lord and Lady Nobby is an outrage, absolutely 
disgraceful.  Then the blackguard makes reference to “a certain C. John”.  The only John I know of is 
“John of Wolseley”, a dear chap who kindly invited me to stay a while at his residence by a babbling 
brook in deepest Shropshire. 
 
As you can see, I’m in hiding.  I immediately got onto the blower to explain to my friends that it wasn’t 
me.  Although they seemed to accept my explanation, I still feel too embarrassed to come out of hiding 
in Mags’ garden and to attend workdays as regularly as I would like.  Members have commented that I 
don’t seem to be my usual jolly self – no you know the reason why. 
 
On a lighter note, Lucy invited me to dinner at Christmas at her mum’s house.  It was jolly decent of 
her and lovely to meet her family.  To my surprise, on entering the room, seated in the corner were 
Froggie, Mary and their new friend Duddy, looking very dapper in his red outfit and matching black hat.  
It was good to see them. 
 
Lucy fed us up on serving after of her delicious Shropshire Scrounger Winter Warmer soup, based on 
her recipe in the last newsletter.  I bid my friends farewell and set off into the night light, totally 
unaware of the unpleasantness that was to come. 
 
Regarding your caption competition, may I suggest:  Sheep to elderly fellow, “I say old chap, you’re 
wearing my coat!”. 
 
 Yours sincerely 
 
 Colonel Entee Vee 
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Caption Competition 

Editor 
 
 

Winner of the following caption competition is Matthew 
Holder with:  Poor old Ron’s eyesight was 
starting to fade, but he could (he assured 
us), be trusted to hand out cake to the 
volunteers 

Fancy a nibble darling? 

Ron he had a little lamb, at Morville they met once, they 
had a little falling out, and now the Lamb is mince! 

Do ewe come here often?! 

I’m warning you – take another step and I’ll get my 
knitting pins out. 

Ron hadn't wanted to confess that he didn't really like 
the Christmas Pudding. 

 Sheep muses to itself, “Shall I take his finger or his whole 
bleeping arm!” 

 

 

 
This months caption photo: 

Send all suggestions to:  

newsletter@wntcv.co.uk.  
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The Group Website! 
www.wntcv.co.uk 

 
Special thanks to Jon Hazlewood for working on the new super-dooper Group website.  It’s really 
come together and for those of you who don’t have access to a computer, here’s a snap shot of 
what it looks like…  
 

 

 

It’s packed with information on all the sites we work at, directions and even site cake ratings!  
Plus, the events page contains a listing of all our scheduled workdays, and even a colour version of 
the newsletter can be viewed. 

If you’ve got access to a computer, take a peak and if you have any suggestions for improvements 
or anything else we could include, we’d welcome your suggestions. 

Pass our web address on to all your friends! 


